
JVKE traveled a tried-and-true road to a fresh, focused, and fiery sound. The Rhode Island-born singer,
songwriter, and producer logged countless hours on multiple instruments since the age of three,
discovered production by high school, and crafted the kind of pop anthems that soar and surprise all at
once. Powered by buoyant beats, lithe guitar, and unshakable hooks, he has quietly generated over 100
million streams, built an audience of 5 million-plus followers across social media, and attracted the
support of everyone from Charli D’Amelio to Charlie Puth.

Now, he perfects this approach on a series of 2021 singles in partnership with AWAL.

“When people hear my music, I want them to be surprised, but to also feel an emotion,” he states. “The
most important thing is the feeling. It’s what connects everyone to a song.”

He forged his own connection to music as a toddler in piano lessons. Excelling on the instrument, he also
went on to receive formal training in guitar and drums. Dad worked as a pastor, so JVKE developed his
chops on stage in front of the congregation, filling in on any instrument the day called for (they couldn’t
pull him off the drums at seven!) and even singing. Early on, he identified the ebbs and flows of a live set
and absorbed those dynamics. He also listened to everyone from Hillsong UNITED and Chris Tomlin to
Kanye West and Drake. Sprouting to 6’6”, he simultaneously excelled on the basketball court. At a
friend’s house one day after a game, he discovered Logic on his buddy’s computer, and it opened up
endless possibilities.

Inspired immediately, he saved up and bought himself a computer setup and infused years of formal
training into creating tunes with his big brother Zac in their basement. First, he dipped his toes into the
industry from behind-the-scenes, landing early placements for K-Pop stars Exo and Super Junior as well
as Jason Derulo.

“I took all of these different things I’ve learned and incorporated them into production,” he explains. “I
was able to be on stage in church multiple times a week. To this day, I still use all of those instruments in
pretty much every song. My brother and I practiced our skills together. It helped us to work quickly. He
became the perfect partner, because we have a shared history.”

Music would be a family affair all-around. In 2020, JVKE crafted the original sound for what would
become his debut single “Upside Down”—co-produced and co-written by Zac. Another family member
contributed to its viral explosion though. He debuted the sound in a video that depicted his mom
cooking up the beat. It organically exploded on TikTok before Charli D’Amelio eventually took notice and
used it. Within six months, it had incited over 15 million user-generated videos, and JVKE released the
official version of “Upside Down.” Catching fire, Charlie Puth hopped on the Official Remix as total
streams eclipsed 70 million and counting. On its heels, JVKE wrote, produced, and sang on the popular
Dandelion—a collaboration with electronic music phenomenon Galantis.

Now, he turns the page on his next chapter with the single “Home.” On the track, acoustic guitar holds
down a shuffling glitchy beat as his voice flutters from intimate verses into an unshakable hook.

“When you’re with a specific person, it’s like you’re home,” he states. “When you’re not with this person,
you’re homesick. The track embodies the sensation of being home. Musically, I wanted to show my
singer-songwriter side. My first two releases were very electronic, while this is a little more reserved and
mature. Everything fit together.”



In the end, this is precisely why JVKE makes a lasting connection.

“I want my music to be different and fresh,” he leaves off. “I hope you feel something when you’re
listening to it, because it reflects my passion and attitude. I’m just a kid who’s obsessed with making all
kinds of music and enjoying every second of it.”


